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The DSpace Course

Module – RSS feeds, alerts and news
By the end of this module you will:

- Know how the RSS feeds work in DSpace
- Be able to set up and understand email alerts
- Know how to edit the news on the front page
- Have edited the news on the front page
- RSS feeds
  - Site level (all new items)
  - Community level (new items in all contained collections)
    - Collection level (new items in that collection)
- Can be read in modern web browsers
- Can be subscribed to in news reader software
Alerts

- Created by users
- Created for a collection
- Emails sent each day for new items
- Script must run daily:
  - [dspace]/bin/sub-daily

Subscribe to this collection to receive daily e-mail notification of new additions
News on front page

- Top news
- Side news
- Edited via the ‘Administer’ menu and the ‘Edit News’ option.
- News items can include HTML
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